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A Dedication: The Class Of 1966

ROTUNDA
VOL. XLfV

THE ROTUNDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, 1966

Sophomore Maxey Wins

.

NANCY L. MAXET

J

course there had been trying
times, but that she loved tha
school. She feels that seniors
have enough privileges, and at
the present time there are no
rules which she would like to
see changed. She served on tha
committee which recommended
changing the drinking rule.
Nancy is a member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha social sorority, and
Orchesis. ane has played varsity
hockey and participated in class
basketball. She is a member of
the Methodist Church and enjoys
sewing, knitting, and playing
bridge.
Nancy will do another modern
dance interpretation for the state
pageant, from July 4-9. She urges
"EVERYBODY to come," to the
pageant because audience support
means a lot. Nancy definitely
fcels that teenagers grow up too
Bst today. When asked what she
would do if she had a sophomore
daughter in high school who wantad to go steady she commented,
"1 would advise against it, but I
would never force her."
Nancy received many nice gifts
Including gift certificates, luggage, a silver Revere bowl, and
$100 scholarship. "The Rotunda"
wishes to extend its congratulations to our new queen and wishes
ber the best of luck in the Miss
Virginia Pageant.
For a picture of all contestants
In the pageant, see page 4.

Class Of '68 Announces
New Colleagues For '69
Next Year's Colleagues and
iophomore Assistants have been
:hosen. These girls will play a
najor role in the orientation of
lext year's Freshman class.
Heading the Colleagues will be
Jally Heilman. Working with her
drill be Ann Ailon, Becky Barthol)mew, Susan Bates, Donna
3rantley, Linda Brickhouse,
klary Pat Crews, Carolyn Davis,
(aren Diehl, Stacy Dodge, Donna
3olan, Pam Edwards, Amy Emjrson, Linda Etheridge, Carol
Subank and Judy Forrester.
Other girls named to be Col.eagues were Martha Gay,
Marilyn Greene, KathyGrizzard,
lackie Hayes, Carolyn Hubbard,
Dandy Jamison, Betty Jeffries,
>usan Joyner, Judy Kingsley,
Patti Kingsley, Linda Lee Langord, Judy Lewis, Gayle Mankin,
Darol Menifee, Linda McLuck,
Uine Moseley, and Judy Norton.
Also selected were Diane
D'Berry, Robin Page, MegPher»on, Beth Rice, Brenda Rice,
Peggy Priode, Becky Riddell,
Caren Rountree, Peggy Schultz,
/icki Smith, Suzy Sykes, Betty
["homasson, Jane Tibbs, Peggy
/aughn, Esther Williams, Janet
Villiams, and Pam Wunnenburgh.
These girls were voted on by
his year's Colleagues.
Selected by their head resilents to be Sophomore Assistants
/ere Anne Adams, Pat Benze,
lecky Bondurant, Mary Bonney,
. inda Bowers, Ann Bowles,
lartlia Cannon, Freda Carter,
lelen Clanton, Jane Crule,
andra Didawick, Polly Dix, Reecca Sue Easter, Janet Faires,
hirley George, Sarah Gibbons,
nd Emily Gillespie.
Also selected were BrendaGilam, Patricia Ann Halstead,
athanne Hass, Sally Heilman,

Brenda Holley, Linda Hudson,
Mary Katherine Jones, Martha
Kay, Jill LaRue, Pat Linamen,
Marcia Mitchell, Judy Morris,
Patsy Oliver, Carol Porter,
Doris Price, and Diane Ritchie.
Other sophomore Assistants
include Mary Rogers, Mary
Roughton, Carol Skelly, Sharon
Stickel, Linda Stockberger,
Barbara Stone, Janis Wilhelm,
Cynthia Williams, Holly Woodford, and Kathy Zimmerman.

Highly Tighties
Va. Tech Band,
Visits Longwood
The Concert Band of VPI will
perform Saturday, May 14 at
7:30 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium
under the auspices of Sigma Alpha
Iota. Directed by Mr. Thomas
Dobyns, the "Highty Tighties"
will play a variety of selections
ranging from show tunes and
march music to symphonic
pieces. School attire may be
worn to the concert, and there
will be no admission charge.
Drinks will be sold during intermission.
The Band, originally ten men
in 1883, consists of approximately 70 cadets, all volunteers
since there is no established
music department at VPI. Their
name, "Highty Tighties" comes
from an interesting situation involved in their victory march in
Richmond after World War I.
The drum major inadvertently
dropped his baton and picked it
up, seemingly unruffled by the
experience. An onlooker in the
crowd shouted "highty tighty"
i Continued on Page 5>
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Ex-Governor Harrison Speaks

Miss Longwood Pageant
By CAROL SKELLEY
"1 was shocked out of my
lind," were the words of Nancy
.. Maxey, from Arlington, who
ras recently named Miss Longrood College. She is a sophomore
Jajoring in Physical Education.
he was influenced very greatly
this decision by her high
Ichool physical education teachr, a former Longwood student,
lancy wants to teach in the
lementary schools because she
Jeels that physical fitness should
egin at an early age.
When asked her opinion of
C, Naacy lauchcd and laid of

No

At First Outdoor Graduation
Two prominent Virginians will gram will be transmitted by Plans for the outdoor exercises
speak at Longwood College's first special sound amplification if were conceived and developed
outdoor commencement, sched- such additional seating capacity several months ago by a combined faculty-staff-student comaled for the weekend of June 4-5. is needed.
Some 200 seniors will hear for- Dean Richard B. Brooks will mittee headed by President
mer Governor Albertis S. Har- preside at the baccalaureate ser- Newman. General arrangements
rison, Jr., on Sunday, June 5, mon, at which the college choir for commencement are being coSt 10 a.m., in special graduation will sing. President James H. ordinated by J. H. Wamsley,
Newman will preside at the Sun- business manager and treasurer,
axercises in the college mall.
Dr. A. Purnell Bailey, super- day morning exercises and award and Professor Harold K.Magnusson, faculty marshal, with the
intendent of the Richmond distr ict the diplomas.
of the Methodist church, news- Following a meeting of the fac- active assistance of senior class
paper columnist, and radio ulty on Wednesday evening, leaders.
The following committee
speaker will deliver the bac- President Newman announced
ROSEMARY STREET
calaureate sermon in Jarman that at this commencement rec- chairmen are responsible for
Auditorium on Saturday afternoon ognition will be given to "those student activities associated with
students whose general averages commencement; Carol Cleary
at three o'clock.
Following distribution of the for four years of study are above White and Carol Gibson, codiplomas at the Sunday morning B-plus (a quality point average chairmen of senior assembly;
outdoor exercises, there will be of 3.35 or above)." The state- Anne Coleman and Frances
an informal reception and lunch- ment, "With Honor," will appear Stewart, co-chairmen of "Sneakeon in the Rotunda, beginning at on their diplomas. He also stated Day;" Kaye Catron, lantern pa12 o'clock noon, to which all new that diplomas of students having rade chairman; and Sally Fulton,
By GWYN MUSE
graduates and their parents and completed an honors program in a chairman of senior banquet.
Rosemary Street, a junior, has friends, as well as faculty and special field will have a notaClass officers are-. Harriet
been named "Miss Future Busi- staff members, are invited if tion to this effect.
Anderson, president, Sally Fulton, first vice-president; Cheryl
ness Teacher of Virginia" at the they have made advance reservaScruggs, second vice-president
State Phi Beta Lambda convention tions.
and historian; Marlene Armour,
held last week in Richmond.
There will be a "class night" in
secretary; Olivia Gibson, treasOthers receiving awards were Jarman Auditorium on Saturday
Mary Lou Whitehead, who won evening at eight o'clock, to be
urer; Anne Coleman, alternate
second place in the state for followed by a lantern parade at
secretary; and Helen Weeks,
extemporaneous speaking, and ten o'clock.
giftorian.
Class President And
Joyce Harris, -vho placed third
Plans for the outdoor exercises
stated
that no details of "Sneak
in the state in the vocabulary provide seating capacity for as
The Class of 1968 recently
relay. The Longwood chapter of many as 2600 students and guests held elections for their Junior Day" would be made public in
Phi Beta Lambda was named in an area beginning at the front Class officers. Those elected advance of the events bun
as an Honor Chapter and award- of Wheeler dormitory, on the were: Eloise Jacobs, president; planned for this annual senior
ed a certificate.
west, and extending eastward Margaret Bridges, vice-presi- class fun day.
Also at the convention, Rose- along the mall to the rear of dent; Kathy Stone, secretary; and
mary, who was state secretary Jarman Auditorium. The speak- Nancy King, treasurer.
last year, was elected state vice- er's platform will be placed on
Hailing from Richmond, Eloise
president for 1966-67. She will the top terrace immediately in is an Elementary Education
be a candidate for national vice- front of Wheeler.
major who would like to teach
president at the National Phi
In the event of rain, there is an fourth, fifth, or sixth grades
Beta Lambda Convention to be inclement-weather alternative to Eloise was Assistant Dorm Presheld June 12-15 in New Orleans, the outdoor setting which would ident for North Cunningham this
La.
transfer the Sunday morning ex- year, and was also a helper
By PHYLLIS HUMMER
To be selected "Miss Future ercises to Jarman Auditorium, for the Colleagues. She is in By popular vote and the opinion
Business Teacher of Virginia" supplemented by 20 classrooms Sigma Kappa Sorority, and will of the C o m m i 11 e e for the PurRosemary had to submit to the into which the graduation pro- be second vice-president of it chase of Art by Virginia Artists,
judges a personal data sheet
next year. She is also a mem- the painting, "The Porch," by
and a letter of application statber of the Film Committee, and Miss Theresa Pollak was puring why she felt qualified to
helps with the "Rhyming Prim- chased for Longwood College.
represent Virginia under this
ers."
This oil painting will be hung
title. Three letters of recomVice-president Maggie in the parlor across from I
mendation were also required.
Bridges also comes from Rich- Brooks' office.
At the convention a general
mond. She is an English major. Theresa Pollak, a native of
knowledge test was given and
Previously she has held the class Richmond, holds a B.S. Degree
the applicants had a personal
offices of Treasurer, for both from Westhampton College and
interview with three judges. DurA special Memorial Fund has her Sophomore and Freshmen is a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
ing this interview they were asked been started for the late Dr. classes. Maggie is a member She received her art education
about themselves and their in- Francis B. Simkins, professor of Kappa Delta Sorority, of which as a child under Nora Houston
terest in business education. One of history. Dr. Simkins was con- she will be Secretary next year. and Adele Clark in Richmond,
such question concerned intro- sidered an eminent man among As the Chairman of the Col- later at the Art Students' League
ducing a new teaching technique. historians, and was held in leagues, she was active in the in New York, the Fogg Museum
Rosemary, a business educa- esteem by friends over the en- Freshmen orientation program. School at Harvard and under
tion major, is a member of Pi tire country.
'Continued on Pa«e 6)
■Continued on Pane 5)
Omega Pi, the honorary business | The Memorial Fund, set up
fraternity, and is currently the under the auspices of a special
i Continued on r*aee 5>
committee of the Department of
History and Social Sciences, will
consist of donations from individuals, with the money going
toward a prize for the best writing of southern history for an
author who has previously been
unpublished.
Longwood College will take
Tomorrow, May 12, the Sopho- charge of raising the money,
more Class is sponsoring a Field while the Southern Historical AsDay in honor of their sister sociation will select the book,
class, the Seniors. The purpose and present the money. The faculis to help out with the Seniors' ty committee consisted of Dr.
financial obligations. The time is James M. Helms, Dr. C. G.
2 p.m. to 5 p.m., on the Mall, Gordon Moss, and Dr. Marvin W.
or in the Tabb Rec in case of Schlegel.
It is hoped that enough money
rain.
A number of interesting things will be collected to endow the
will be featured at the Field prize, and, with this in mind,
Day. For example, for 25 cents, letters have been sent to Dr.
you can buy a permission to Simkins' friends notifying them
wear Bermuda shorts all day, of the project. There is no presto classes and everywhere. The sure of any kind to donate money,
opportunity to throw wet sponges however, all contributions, inNew officers for the class of '6B. are, I. to r.. Nancy Km,
at professors can also be pur- cluding those of the student body,
may be made in the Business treasurer; Eloise Jacobs, president; .mil Margaret Bridges,
chased.
vice-president.
• Continued on Page 4>
Office.

State Selects
Street For Top
Business Place

Sophomore Class
Elects Officers;
Jacobs As Pres.

Pollak's 'Porch'
Latest Purchase
For Longwood

Memorial Fund
Begins To Honor
Francis Simkins

Class Of '68 Has
Field Day Soon
For Senior Class

;
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Class Election Changes
With the recent class elections going on around
Longwood, we feel that perhaps the student body should
look at the present system of electing their class officers
While the elections are perfectly legal, and valid, there
are several elements missing from the current method
which could be corrected.
Firstly, class offices are important. They are so important, in fact, that electing them while sitting around
on the floor of a rec in curlers and bathrobes is pure irony
of "democracy". It gives no dignity at all to the election,
and makes it seem rather first-gradish
Another element present is the hand-vote Voting
by show of hands is quite legal, but secret ballot is a better system, both for the candidate and the voter Counting
written ballots may take more time, but, in all cases, all
doubt is removed as to the victor. We find closing the eyes
during a vote the most childish practice of all, and a maior
handicap of the hand vote. Is this type of election really
going to prepare us to go out and vote in local, state and
national elections as a qualified American citizen? No, of
course not It is foolish to even consider that such a point
in present class elections will ever allow the student body
to benefit by blossoming into mature, respsible, adults
The present system is not of this caliber
A final criticism is this "speaking for the candidate!
policy " No one, not even a best friend, can adequately
speak for a candidate, except to mention such things as
personality, grades, etc. There are many more characteristics, and much more information, that it is necessary to
know to be able to |udge the qualities of the individual
candidates, and their possibilities as future officers. There
are many pertinent things that should be known by the
"For friendships that are golden, for goodly knowledrr too. oh Longwood. our
voting class, things that only the candidates themselves
own Longwood. we all give thanks to thee."
can express
Any voter would prefer to know certain views and
Serial
ideas that candidates hold on subiects that are important
and vital to the class Candidates should be given the opportunity to speak their feelings on topics that will bej
coming up during their year as a class officer. Things such
as the Freshman Production, the Sophomore Road Show,
the Junior Rinq Dance, and the Senior Week-end, are
examples of things on which candidates could hold opinions, opinions that are vital to the outcome of the event.
And of course, opinions of candidates should be the basis
of any election.
By JEAN D'ARK
The Rotunda has some suggestions to make regard(Our story thus far: Vemisla, napping me for ransom! How
ing the system, and changes that, we feel, should be conTo: The questioners of the Miss interviews and the luncheon was owner of the famous Sea Queen exciting, but maybe a bit trite."
sidered Firstly, if nominations were done by individuals, Longwood Pageant:
"Don't you see, Venusia, that
to see the contestants in a natural lEmerald, and Kenneth "Kattnan"
and given to a certain person during the week prior to
It was with much regret that I environment, which the campus | Parker, her bodyguard, have paid I consider this a package deal?
the election, written on a piece of paper, a great deal of! read your letter to the editor on facilities best provide. Having la visit to Venusla's Alma Mater, If I could 'convince' you to come
time at class meetings would be saved If enough candi- May 4th, concerning the Miss; the judges eat with the girls j Longwood. After seeing the vari- away with me, well, the three of
dates names were submitted to warrant a primary elec- Longwood Pageant, in particular, in the Dining Hall also was the |Ous sights in the area, Kenneth us could live a good long time
tion, then one could be held on paper, in lieu of a class the lunch in the dining hall. It most expedient manner of fitting has taken Venusia back to her in real bliss — you, the Emermeeting Ballots could be given out by hall presidents, and was quite clear that you do not the meal into a very busy sched- room in the Alumni House, and ald and I could certainly enjoy
collected by them later, and, in this manner, perhaps understand the purposes, prac- ule. We can assure you that the said good-night at the door, Ve- life. Do you think it's stealing
more people in the class would be participating in the tices, or meaning of the Pageant contestants and the judges were nusia is rather taken back to to enjoy life? Besides, would I
election, and having a voice in the selection of class of- and activities included in it. The quite able to converse since we find Kenneth in her room as she have told you all about it if I
ficers
didn't want you along?"
judges of any Miss America pre- were present at the tables and enters.)
Finally, and this we consider most important, are liminary look for a future Miss took part in the conversation.
"That is pretty thoughtful. But
"Kenneth," Venusia was sayspeeches, to be given by the candidates. In a set length of America each time they judge. Furthermore the participants in ing, "What are you doing up would I like it at Pago-Boratimee after
otter names have
nave been
Deen suDm.rtea,
submitted, ana
and a pr.mary Tne irl tn
, sta d ,0 enjoy a here?"
Luauau? I would be giving up a
look for must 0{tne
run , the remaining candidates would prepare statements course tave a Mmt ^ ^ second cup of coffee after the
"Listen, Venusia, we don't very lofty position. As #1 wife
of pol
jolicy and why hey, themselves, feel qualified to run Me to display
^ it in a convinc.j students had left.
di
have much time. I've got a propo- I hold power, prominence, and
lots of pebbles like the Sea Queen
and hold office This, coming from the candidate in a ing manner. She must have a! The judges were impressed sition for you . . ."
prepared fashion, would be considerably better than some- beauty that is natural, and she: with the family style atmosphere
"A proposition!" she exclaim- in my hands."
"Of course," she added as a
one else "speaking for the candidate" in the helter-skel- must also be graceful in her of the Longwood Dining Hall ami ed quite loudly.
ter, unorganized way that now exists, the way that only movements. The judges also look j special services which the wait"Yes, now throw a few things second thought, "you mean a
succeeds in making class meetings longer than necessary for such qualities as intelligence, j resses displayed toward them. into that overnight bag. We've great deal to me, too. Life on

Letters To Editor

Miss Longwood Contest

Kattnan Adventures
End On Happy Note

Draws Girls * Response

These statements by the candidates could be given i ambition, determination, and sin-! We were thanked most graciously ! got some unfinished business."
He took her hand and silently
led her down the stairs. She was
a little surprised when he jimmied a window in Dean Wilson's office to gain entrance to
Rufther. But she was downright
shocked when he sawed through
the door of the Home Office.
Katman brandished his flashlight like a rapier. Spying the
jewel's silver case in a concealed
waU safe he had opened, he
grabbed it with one hand, and Venusia with the other, and headed
for the phone.
A few seconds later a taxi arrived, and Nightie Watch opened
the door for them.
Thank you," said Venusia
voters, and, mainly, the classes, who must secure the did not notice anyone who seemed j in charge have done a fine job graciously to Nightie Watch,
most competent leaders available And, with this method, uncomfortable, and the conversa-! in spite of the handicaps which , "Byrd Airport, and make it
the best leaders will be sought, and elected, and thusly,, tion was natural and pleasant.
face them.
snappy, said Katman to the
the classes on the whole will be able to function better
driver.
As to the caliber of the Miss
Sincerely,
Upon arrival at the airport,
Billie Cuthriell
Longwood Pageant itself, we welKatman
purchased two tickets
Linda
Barron
come any constructive criticism
Co-Chairmen, Judges for Pago-Bora-Luauau, a small
that will help to improve it. Havtropical island in the Caribbean.
Committee
ing been produced for only two
Miss Longwood Pag- It was owned and operated by
years, it is nowhere near perBabyftce Nelson's old friends,
eant
fect. As we continue to gain exand worked as a large plantaperience by a new pageant each
tion. The natives were happy and
year, we hope the quality of the
I -i \H| lsilKli NOVEMBER 2t. mo
contented, for they received their
production will naturally imI n.ifnrd rdllorlal. »rlltrn by thi idltor >
! fair share and cut of the profits.
prove,
and
along
with
it,
we
hope
Kntrred .. HMH rlaaa ..it., .< ,h. Poll off|„ .1 Faravllk. Vlrtlnl.
| On the international scene, it was
uitd.r Ih, Art of („„,„.. „n M.rrh «. IM4. R..„.,„,.d ,., „.„.„., .d,.r. that support from the student body
i considered an independent entity.
will also grow.
■MM r,. |hi N.non.i HiiilM,, ».„,„. Prlntwl by ,h, ,trm,iH, H,rlU
"Kenneth, I don't know if the
Now. I would like to ask you Dear Editor:
Shah
will sanction such a trip
ne l2St
e
i0
«**• P»"- S, th, .tud.m. of Loniwo9i <.,„,, F.rmr.lU V,„l„l. °
^ ^ ^ Did. yOU gO to
The
Daily
Dope
reporter
caUed
for
me
. . . although I want to
■a i»see it yourself.'
our attention to a news story in travel with you so badly. 1 don't
Carolyn
Prillaman
the Richmond Times-Dispatch know why, but for some rea
sui.n WOIK
Stage Director
for May 2. The headline, STUDY son, he thinks it wrong for me to
MM Longwood Pageant
PhyNta llur.rn.-r
TERMS MILK A CAUSE OF travel about so with you.
M.n.iini Ldll.r
Mary Strut
B.ainoaa Manacar
ACNE, is so misleading that I Kenneth decided that he had to
I'aif. Wln.bari.r
Aaalaiant Rialn.aa Manaiar
would like to draw attention to move now to convince her or
IMM PalfM
■MM Editor i To the Editor:
the facts given in the study. scrap his whole plan.
i itol IfciDii
In reply to the letter M IMia
Dr. Jerome K. Fisher's findM| ahh wanted to tell you
F.atlrt Editor
kima I aniford
ttporta Editor Skelley and Miss Lunsford who ings were based on a study oTithat 'this lias not been like an
I.inn. Itfl
expressed a judgement of the 1,088 patients who drank four ordinary assignment for me; I've
Aaaiatant Sport. Editor
recent Mlsa Longwood Pageant or more quarts of milk a day. i really enjoyed being, ahh, your
H»I#B J..n ■wait, i IMN>M so. ">•
Photocraah.ra which
Md on an offhand The recommended daily dietary' bodyguard. You know' the'life of
LMa SMI
.ition, we would like to alkrwinct li two to four glasses a secret agent is not an easy one.
('•Moonlit
I hrr» I Sunr
Ad>»rtliln« Manattr comment on the activities of of milk. The allowance does vary Sometimes one has to find other
Juil. I.lairr
Auiilant Ad>rrtlilna Manaiar the pageant with the advantage with stages in human development sidelines of business, and interMaraartl laoion
' in III.IIa* Man...,
but at no stage is the require- jest, to make ends meet in a more
Diana Hiiihrr
Auiitant ( Irralatlon Miniirr of having been directly involved
high as four quarts.; fashionable style."
as In
judges.
Warr.n U. Eyalar
Excessive quantities of milk add
Oh, I get it . . . you're
Ficalty Ad.laar
Tiif purpoM "I tin mornln)
'Continued on Page 4'
stealing the Sea Queen and kid-

at a class meeting in Jarman with the contenders on'cerity. But 0ne of the most im-1 by aU of the judges for their
stage This makes the whole procedure appear more portant qualities the girl must accommodations and have even
dignified, and stable, and serious, than the present sys- possess is that she be able to received a letter from Mrs. Hyltem And the new assembly plans make such a procedure conduct herself like a lady in ton (Mrs. Virginia 1964) in which
entirely possible.
any situation, whether it is at she expressed her enjoyment of
The results one orderly, regulated, planned class lunch in Longwood's dining hall!her judging duties and commeeting, in lieu of one that is mass confusion, rather cha- or at dinner in the Waldorf As-' mended all a s p e c t s of the Pagotic, noisy, smoky, and seemingly just a bother to all. toria. The point is not that ajeant.
Ballots could be handed out at this planned meeting, vot- situation be made for her to "put
The Miss Longwood Pageant is
ing taking place there, and handed back in and counted!her best foot forward," rather not sponsored by a civic group
by the evening It seems fairer, and has more of the air of that she be her natural self, and or commercial interest as are
a real election, instead of |ust a club meeting It makes! her manner be one characterized most local pageants and, therethe students appear more interested in something that by grace and poise in any situa- fore, does not have the resources
should, by riqht, be important to them
tion.
to finance a Pageant as elaborate
This is not meant in any way to belittle present or
Personally, I think that all the as we would like. And, since the
future class officers. It is merely a criticism of the method judges and contestants enjoyed campus pageant is unable to dem which elections for classes are held, and several sug- the meal, bologna and all, and: pend on profits from ticket sales
gestions for improvement We feel that evervone could everyone seemed quite relaxed i because student support is not
benefit by the suggested changes: the candidates, the. and at ease throughout the hour. I! as strong as it should be, those

The Rotunda

Milk Headline
Most Misleading

the island would probably be like
one long vacation."
"Well, you think it over. I'm
going to get some cigarettes."
On his way to the counter,
Kenneth noticed the newspaper
rack. Headlines on the "Richmond Times - Dispatch" read
'Shall renounces Harem to Marry
Bronx Beauty Operator.' He
quickly bought a copy and read
the story. It seems the Shah had
found true love at last, with a
certain American, Gertrude
Schwartz, a beauty operator
whose specialty was manicures.
Gertrude, before she would return with him to Ristanborchek,
was making him give up all of
his wives. And, unbelievably, he
had agreed. The Harem was officially set free.
Kenneth debated on whether to
tell Venusia. He wanted her to
make up her mind on whether
or not to accompany him on her
own free will. He decided to
disclose the information after she
had made her decision.
"Kenneth," she said at last,
I've decided to join in this venture. After all, if I'm with you.
as owner of the Sea Queen, you
could never get into any trouble
or accusations for stealing it.
It is my turn to be your bodyguard. It is, I feel, my civic
duty to take care of you."
Kenneth thought, "Others have
tried to care for me before, but
never because of 'civic duty'!
This Venusia is considerably
more than meets the eye. But
what meets the eye is nice, too."
The three of them boarded the
plane, Kenneth, Venusia, and the
Sea Queen. Kenneth held Venusia
by one arm and the Sea Queen
by the other. Pago-Bora-Luauau
was just a short jaunt away.
They settled back comfortably
into their seats. Dinner was on
the way, and, while they sipped
some champagne, Kenneth started out: "Venusia, have you ever
heard any tales of someone called
'Katman' ....'"
The End

Longwood College, Farmville, Va., May 11, 1966
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Her Retiring
From LC Staff
At Year's End

Orchesis Dance Assembly
Takes Place In Jarman

By SUZAN WOLTZ
Iflsi Olive T. Her, Associate
By SELENA LUNSFORD
ment will take place on May 16. Professor of Physical and Health
After much practice, class
The hours are still the same Education, is retiring from the
teams are ready to be chosen. for checking out athletic equip- teaching profession at the end of
Bad weather hampered most of ment, on Monday through Friday this year. Miss Her came to
the sports activities for awhile, from 4:00-5:00, on Saturdays(Longwood in 1925, became head
but the sun finally appeared mak- from 1:00-4:00, and on Sundays jof her department in 1949, and
ing softball practice, archery from 2:00-4:00. If any ot
of you feel '■ remained so until 1962.
practice, and tennis practice pos- that you need practice for any of A graduate of Sargent's School
sible. The number of required physical education classes, or If of Physical Education, in Massapractices had to be reduced to you just happen to enjoy a certain chusetts, Miss Iler also has a
be able to fit them into the sport; utilize some of the equip- B. S. in History from Longwood,
schedule. If you are not a par- ment. Improve your skill and have and a Masters Degree from the
ticipant, support your class and fun at the same time.
Teacher's College, Columbia Uncolor teams with your lungs.
iversity.
If
you
have
not
taken
advantage
Phyllis < ,.iiins. caught In the The class cup is just as imBefore coming to Longwood,
of
recreational
bowling
yet,
you
midst of a Banana Cream PI* portant as the color cup. Check
should soon because ten-day Miss Iler taught Physical Edufight.
| your class or AA bulletin boards period begins on May 18 and cation at the Chevy Chase School
for sports practices.
exams follow that. During this for Girls, in Washington, D. C„
The swimming meets will be- time of quiet and nervousness, and then on the high school and
gin on May 11.
why not relax with some of your elementary levels, as well as
Archery class tournaments are friends by bowling a few games. supervisory, in Baltimore, Md.
May 9: 4:30-seniors vs. sopho- The cost is free.
She has been director of nummores and at 6:45 —freshmen vs.
Check this page for information erous summer camps, as well
! juniors. On May 10:4:30-sopho- concerning the golf match L. C. as teaching summer school, and
mores vs. juniors and at 6:45 won.
enjoys spending time at the sea- freshman vs. seniors. The
By GINNY SIRC
This is the last paper for the shore, mainly Monmouth Beach,
Would you believe a banana color tournament will take place year. CiCi wiU spectate no more N. J.
cream pie fight? Would you on May 12 at 4:30 and 6:45 and this year, or, at least, no one Tennis is her personal favorite
believe Phyllis Collins throwing on May 16 at 6:45.
will know I am spectating. I sport, but she also enjoys hockey
pies? Well believe it or not, the The class tournaments for would like to thank Miss Heintz and basketball. She has coached
varsity squads in basketball,
picture is your proof! Not only softball will be held on May 9, for all of her help.
10,
and
11.
The
color
tournahockey and tennis. Other favis she outstanding in pie fightorites, in the hobby line, are
ing, but "Alfalfa" Collins has
reading , "especially mystery
played Varsity hockey for three
stories," and needlepoint,
years and Varsity basketball for
crewelwork, and gardening.
one year. Phyllis, from AlexMiss Iler is active in Longandria, Va., has also been very
wood life. She has sponsored
| active in all class sports and was
the classes of '29, '33, '37, '43,
on the color team for hockey this
'47, and one Red and White class,
year. Sue has been a member of
'54. She is a member of Alpha
the Athletic Association Council
for two years and is a member The new golf team defeat- in Lynchburg on Saturday, May Kappa Gamma, Chi, Pi Kappa
of the Monogram Club. Last fall ed Lynchburg College at the 14, at the Cedar Hills Golf Club Sigma social sorority (now Sigma
Kappa), AAUW, AAUP.AAPHER,
Phyllis was awarded a blue blazer ■ Longwood Golf Course on Tues- at 9 a.m.
for her athletic participation here I ^ May , by a SCQre Qf „ tQ Longwood hopes to be able to VAAPHER, and the NEA. She is
especially proud of her honorary
a
,,
.
..
0. Members of the team are expand the varsity golf schedule
Her srudent teaching was done; ^ k Bondurant, Nevis Born, next year so that at least six membership in the Tidewater
in Roanoke and next year she Dianne Davis, and Connie Galla- matches will be played during Hockey Association.
Further adding to her list of
would like to teach and work han.
the spring season.
activities, Miss Iler has been
with Indians. "Alfalfa's" hobbies
Summary
Match play, scored on the Nasand interests include learning sau System, was used to deter- #1 Golfers: Lynchburg, Robin sponsor of the AA and of the
to play the guitar, "repairing mine the number of points for Price; Longwood, Becky Bon- Monogram Club, and has been
involved in numerous individual
clocks," and horseback riding.
durant — 3 points
She has a green and white (how's «g ^t»-£g £ ¥1 Golfers-. Lynchburg, Trudy activities, such as taking the
basketball team to New York.
that for a spirited Senior!) Chevy p
Taylor; Longwood, Nevis Born- She hails from New York City.
named Betsy. Phyllis, known for ner of the most holes on the 3 points
When asked her opinions about
her sneezing, has recently de- first nine holes, one point for the #3 Golfers: Lynchburg, Millie
cided that she's allergic to her winner of the second nine holes, Packard; Longwood, Dianne Da- changes in students over the
and one point for the winner of
years, Miss Iler replied tliat
blanket.
vis — 2 points
To anyone who would like free the greatest number of holes on #4 Golfers: Lynchburg, Vickie she finds "all unusually nice
the eighteen hole match.
girls here. I perhaps feel most
lessons in pie fighting: Ask for
Maphis; Longwood,ConnieGalla- pride in girls out teaching. All
"Alfalfa" CoUins on second floor The Lynchburg golfers won a han — 3 points
total of 12 holes in the four
throughout the state we have
South Cunningham!
rounds while Longwood students Team Totals: Lynchburg College very fine girls, and we can be
The Rotunda extends its Best won 47 holes.
— 0 points; Longwood College - proud of them. Most are really
Wishes not only to Phyllis, but A return match will be played 11 points
outstanding, and we are interto the rest of the Seniors in
ested, good workers."
their teaching next year.
Future plans include living
here in Farmville, and keeping
j abreast of events here at the
No book* may be checked
! college. Miss Iler concludes
oat of the library after May
i that, even now, as she retires,
18 unless special permission
she "remembers the pleasant
Is obtained from one of the
things." She has received many
librarians.
(Editors Note: This is news in order to establish themselves honors, including two yearbook
All books are due back in
dedications and one "Rotunda"
the library on Tuesday. May from "Mademoiselle" Maga- as designers. (You cannot set up dedication. And now, at this
zine.)
your
own
practice
without
passing
24. Grades and credits will be
Strange as it might seem, one a state exam.) A first job might moment, "The Rotunda"would
withheld for any overdue liwould
have to pass 45,000 people be as junior draughtsman where again like to remember Miss
brary materials or unpaid
on a city street before meeting one could expect a salary of Iler, and wish her the best of
Longwood girls outside fines.
one architect. And of this ad- $80-$ 100, although salaries on 'everything in her retirement.
softball game.
mittedly small percentage, only the West Coast are higher than
3(,i are women. This is not to in the East. The size of a firm
say that women are unwanted by often determines the range of
the profession. Only Princeton, experience an apprentice gains
of our 79 major architectural at this time.
schools, declines to open its
The complexities of today's
doors to women. In the May I community make increasing deIssue of "Mademoiselle" maga- mands upon our architects. In The Library has received a
zine, Edith Rose Kohlberg, a a country that spends approxi- gift collection of 75 volumes from
As the end of the school year, free-lance writer, explores the mately 65 billion dollars a year Les Francophiles, the Longwood
approaches, so do the end of; possibilities for women in the on construction, that is heavily club of students of French. The
class and color sports. All of the1 field of architecture,
engaged in building major housing gift books comprise chiefly contrue green and whites and red
If anything can be said of the projects, cultural and trade temporary works of fiction
and whites await the results of the j woman who would be an archi- centers, and educational com-j drama, biography and criticism,
class and color victories.
| tect, it is that she must be plexes, the need for architects and will add materially to tbt
The first big athletic event was ■ tough and talented, fortheneces- of vision is tremendous. As Mies i Library's collection in these
the class and color hockey games, sary training is long, arduous — van der Rhoe, generally con-1 fields.
The faithful spectators as well as and expensive. Generally, five sidered the greatest of the post- In addition, Miss Julia Pollard
the players remember the red : years of preparation are required war architects, has said, "Archi- of Richmond, a supervising
and white victory. Following' for a Bachelor of Architecture tecture is not a playground foriteacher of Longwood student
hockey came volleyball, a class degree. Three exceptions to the children, young or old. Archi- teachers, has presented a gift of
sport. This was followed by class rule are Columbia, Yale and Har- tecture is a real battleground $50.00 to the Library for the
and color basketball. The green vard, which do not take students of the spirit."
purchase of books.
Library Receives Check
and whites retaliated the hockey straight from secondary school;
The approach to architecture
loss and won the color tourna- j they require four years of un- today is socially-oriented. As The Library also las received
ments. Then began the numer- dergraduate work and a B. A. one Yale student put it: "There's a check for a memorial vofa
ous badminton games with part- before admission to their pro- been a quiet revolution here. in memory of Mildred Altice,
ners from the different classes grams, which take three-and-a- Less emphasis on teaching to B.A., 1946, who died recently
participating. Soon class and half to four years. All graduates build monuments and more in- in Winston-Salem. The gift was
color teams will be chosen for I of whatever architectural school terest in the urban problems of presented by a group with which
archery and softball, and indi- are awarded the same degree, the future." Says Mrs. Kohlberg,'Miss Altice had worked in asviduals will participate in swim- considered a "first" pro- "Ours has been a period of: sisting the visually handicapped,
revolution in technology and ad- The letter accompanying UM
ming meets and tennis doubles fllllnil degree.
Once graduated, the young vances in social thought which, check stated: "She often refer n-d
for their classes. For the first
time a class cup and a color cup architect who wishes to become when coupled together, make it to her days in college, and btl
licensed, must undergo a state- potentinll]
will be given.
the great igei gracious, Intelligent, iwlflhanaNext year will bring with it required apprentice period of in the history ot the building ing characteristics were a great
another barrage of class and three or four years. Although art."
(ration to our members and
color sports, and again at this there are architects wli.
I ii in archi- la great credit to btl college."
plate as her turn to bat time of the year, students will for years without being regis- tecture
Altice, who was blind,
,ing increasingly
en.ioxinc class and color be waiting tor the same announce- jtered, most apprentices start oil Important
had a record of Straight A'
ment. Sports prove to be for all. witii ti*? goal ol
.license
whili
"H' .■' i

Members and apprentices of tionally desiped for the dancers
Orchesis and students from the through a specific five and three
intermediate and advanced beat rhythm. Here one enjoyed the
classes of modern dance per- bull fight and the misfit bull
formed yesterday in Jarman Hall. cornered by the matador, picaOver 32 students danced and 8 dors and the toreador.
compositions were developed. "East and West", a study of
The large beginning class did not gesture or set patterns of human
participate because it takes ap- movement, reflected principles
proximately two semesters for a of ballet that relate to the Orient.
student to understand herself, Students in the advanced class
dance, and how others move in the researched in the library, and
first semester. In the inter- others drew designs of possible
mediate group, the students learn attitudes. An Indian theme was
to project meaning and under- used to clarify a group form as
standing of dance to the spec- a Shiva figure. Two groups pertator. The advanced class works formed this. Each clarified a slow
moving procession into a set patcompletely on composition.
The opening dance - "Day tern, which emerged as a lyrical
Break" from Throckmorton's and space study from western
music was a study of levels and civilization, but which returned
movement of changing form and to a set position as sculptural
color. Two groups from the inter- or architectural forms of the
mediate class performed the Orient.
"Lament, a Dance for Three"
number.
The second work — "Three from Barber's Adagio for a String
Moods", a study of human ten- Orchestra, was preserved on
sion, reflected the contemporary audio-visual tape as a future reftUDO. It, as. a dance reflected erence for students understandevery day living or aspects of ing dance as an art form relatself concepts of people, when a ing to other art forms. Begun
group process is at a breaking as a set human sculptural form,
point. Two groups from the ad- the onlooker became a part of the
vanced class performed. Lo- sorrow of self to others, which
hoefer's distinguishing tones of always reaches beyond selves.
"What Shall We Do?", was a
sharp, changing and heavy intensity of music prompted the self explanatory variation study
in which a movement concept was
whole work.
The third work — "Ceremoni- used. The second variation used
al", was a study of earth ritual a trio which defined a late sailor
relative to spring and based com- trying to get back to the ship.
pletely through the meaning of "Outer Space" was a free style
folk dance patterns or steps from jazz study of humans on the moon.
the Russian idiom. One could We extend our congratulations
sense hearing a nostalgic tune and to the members of Orchesis, the
an urgency to move. Free move- | advanced dance class, the interment, specific grapevine patterns mediate dance class, and to Mrs.
developed into stylized attitudes Landrum for their hard work and
fine presentation of dance in the
that included ballet concepts.
"In the Arena" was inten- Orchesis assembly!

Spotlight On
Phyllis Collins
In Final Issue

Golf Team Victorious

At Lynchburg College

Architecture Draws
Few Women To Jobs

Good wrather brings fun-minded
In the sun. Here somr prepare lor a

Class And Color
Activities Close
School Year 66-7

(
I

Judy Batrman steps up to homr
comes. A number ot girls have been
softball.

Library Receives
Gift Of Volumes

I'agc 1
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"Cahoots"Meets, Names
IXew Officers For 1967
By CAROL SKELLEY
You all saw the signs, "Cahoots is coming! Cahoots is coming!" Would you believe - it
came!! The Rotunda was the scene
of riotous merrymaking last

Thursday as the Cahooters "cahoot ed" to the tunes of "Salvation Army" and "In Your Easter
Bonnet." The senior members
of this bevy of beauties (?) were
led on their last triumphant
march by noble leader, "Tinkie"
White.
The group gathered again after
dinner when the outgoing officers
sadly relinquished their titles.
"Tinkie," attired in her Civil
Defense Easter bonnet, presented the presidency to the porAs a part of its general policy cupine - head wrapped in the
regarding faculty employment paisley blanket, better known
and promotion, Gettysburg Col- as Susan Zix. In the absence of
lege has adopted a tenure and Carole Williams, vice-president,
dismissal program. This pro- Tinkie also turned over the Vicegram has been initiated to pro- Pres. to Sally Porter. Ginger
vide for any situation requiring Martin will take recording secthe dismissal of a faculty mem- retary Susan Marsh's place, and
Lucy Flannagan will relieve
ber with tenure.
Originally investigated by the Karen Ruder, corresponding secExecutive Committee of the retary. Frances Stewart handed
faculty, the system was approv- the moneybags to DianneTwilley,
ed recently by the Board of and "Bird" Peyser, historian
Trustees. The final program was will be succeeded by Nancy
to adopt the 1940 "Statement of Piland.
Informing the public next year
Principles of Academic Freedom
will
be the duty of Mary Kay
and Tenure" and the 1953 "Statement on Procedural Standards in Lucas; she took the place of
Faculty Dismissal Proceed- Mary Lou Shoulders. Rusty
ings," both of which are approv- Stevenson gave up her important
ed by tlie Association of Ameri- job of public relations to Sheila
can Colleges and the American Murray. Planting Cahoot's
Contestants In the "Miss Lonovood Pageant." and. 1. to r..
Lon*wood>, Arnee Stowell. Mavlln, Simpson Shlrlev Timber
Association of University Pro- bushes and other such projects
will be under the direction of
fessors.
As stated in the Executive Brenda Gibson. She succeeded
leader Delia Anderson.
Committee report, professional project
Bebe Woodruff will follow the
incompetence, gross neglect in
fulfilling responsibilities, moral tunes of Becky Knight, this year's
turpitude, or financial exigency exalted song leader.
Of course, no Easter Parade
of the college are grounds for disis
complete without a beauty
missal, A change in the college
courage and maintain an atqueen and Ann Quaiff, radiant
program
eliminating
the
need
for
mosphere conducive to study
certain courses is also reason for in her bib and wet paint sign
for a period of more than a
graced this year's delegation with
release of a faculty member.
mere 2 1/2 hours a day.
her presence. Similarly, the CaAny person should have the (Editor's Note: The following is true to say, "a low score on this A college spokesman explained hooters decided that all first
that
any
problem
would
first
be
right to study at any time taken from the "Campus Scout", exam could kill me."
class organizations needed an
Magazines have been running discussed with the professor, ex-officio member, and promptly
she wishes.
by Jim Johnson, a column from
3. Another unenforceable ele- "The Daily Illini" newspaper of sample questions from the de- through his department. If so- named Bette Jo Hamner, presilution
could not be reached on
ferment exam to give a person that
. level
ment of Strict Study Hour is the University of Illinois.)
(Continued from Page 2)
dent of the rising senior class.
some
example
of
what
he
is
in
« a committee wouid inthe
stipulation
that
no
organiThe examination being offered
Yes, Cahoots came! Now, anyexcessive fats, carbohydrates
zation hold meetings during as a means for deferment from for. "Scout" finds these samples vestigate the need for a formal one for revelous living???
and salt which may be conStrict Study Hour. By neces- military service has begun to I totally inadequate. As a warm-up hearing.
tributing fators to acne.
sity
many organizations meet cause many male students to for those students taking the It was also stressed that any
Milk in excessive quantities
during
Strict Study Hour; for worry. For the first time, it's exam, "Scout" has composed the :professor in question would be
•as not the only contributing
tned b fellow facul,v
example,
Student Gov't,
following sample exam which1Any
?
members,
factor to acne, according to Dr. i
final ac
should
be
a
sure
guide
to
howl
'ion,
of
course,
would
practice
for
Water
Show,etc.
Fisher. He advised moderation
be taken by the Board
naturally
■1.
well
one
can
perform
on
the
real
One of the suggestions for a McCoiTlh's
Plinik
in the use of sweats, died foods,
of Trustees.
substitute for Strict gutifl" •XA W*»AUPUB exam.
Ice cream, peanut butter, natural
Hour
was
to
replace
it
with
1.
On
a
typical
weekday
morncheese, beer, nuts and pastries, j
ing at 8:00 a.m., you will find a
a "Quiet Hour" from 1 p.m.
• Coutiiiued from Page 1>
Be also pointed out that acne:
UI student to 5 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. to
The typical carnival-type
tended to be aggrevated during
a. Roaring out of bed
10:00 p.m. during which time
games and booths will be set
periods of stress", such as final
b. Roaring into class
reasonable quiet would be
examinations.
up, as well as food booths.
c. Roaring drunk
required.
Organizations
Brownies, hot dogs, and drinks
Hi :e students we need to
could hold meetings at this Sunday afternoon, May 15, at d. Nowhere
will be available for purchase.
develop the ability to read with
time.
4:00, pupils of James McCombs
2. UI students are always on —
Bridge tables will be set up,
discrimination the material we
a.
Top
J.
will
present
a
voice
recital
in
Another
suggestion
was
to
and there will be an auction of
Had in newspapers rather tiian
The
Annual
All-Student
Art
Exhave printed signs for study- the Small Auditorium. Featured b. Time
lumping to raocnisions based on
hibit will be on display in the the seniors as slaves.
ing purposes and that if (Will be Italian arias, a German C LSD
ensationaJ headlines.
Nancy Robison is the overall
3. When a boy takes a UI coed Dabney Lancaster Library gal- chairman of the field clay. Other
someone were to enter a lieder and both early and conSincerely,
lery
from
May
11-May
21.
This
home, he always makes sure he is display will feature all types of chairmen include: Nancy Young,
room with such a sign on the temporary English songs.
Patsy Paul
door, she would be subject to Participating in this spring onart work: painting, drawing, food; Vannie Gunter, games;
calldown.
recital will be Cameron Beck- a. His toes
prints,
sculpture, crafts, and art Margaret Dove, Bermuda Day;
6, House Council is also delving iw'm> Carolyn Brockmeyer, Sue b. Time
education. Crafts in the exhibit Barbara Hooper, props; Kathy
Fuller
into the possibilityofopening j
. Sarah Gibbons, Phala c. The ball
will include ceramics, enamel, Stone, publicity; and Jackie Deane
Hiner, the Science Building, jLeggette, Christine Mannina.Pa- d. Her
silver jewelry, wood carving, and Betty Lou Mizelle, clean-up.
,ricia Ross
4. On Saturday nights, UI stu- metal work, weaving, and printed
and West Wing to study until
» Janet Stansbury, and
They encourage everyone to
curfew in order to offer more I Rose Ellen Stewart, sopranos. dents are usually throwing - textiles.
participate and help the Senior
facilities for studying.
Also singing will be Ann FleshSome work by beginning art Class, as well as have a good
As you see, there is a neces- man and Arnee Stowell, con- a. Parties
students will be on display in the time.
Bity to revamp our present Strict traltos, and Lavon Wilson, mez- b. In the towel
: Editor,
halls of the Art Department.
c Their lives away
Study
Hour and the emphasis is zo-soprano.
This letter Ls written to clear
SENIORS
Many exhibitors will take part
Accompanists for the recital d. Up
up any misunderstanding con- placed on the student todiscnniin
the
show
including
many
of
the
, will be Laura Clark, Betty Lou 5. Most UI students find the art* maters- V^SZu^'J DhlT
i < nun:1 House Council's recent nate as to when sin
Only 26 More
JJ ^mn Bet?Tavlo•'s r h
discussion oi the value of Strict study, 1. you have any questions Helbig, Phala Leggette, Chris- ending of "Campus Scout" Wohlford and Pal PPHWV
Study Hour. House Council spon- or opinions, I would be glad to tine Mannina, Gail Milstead, and a. Too often
Day. 'Til
b Obnoxious
" I an informal discussion on
*"■■ U««
The extuS is op'en ^ a"l stuThe
public
is
cordially
invited
c.
Good
In erely,
the subject at 6:4
i betdents and interested public during
d. Great
Graduation
Brucie Huurnoy to attend.
day, April 87, 1966, and we lad
the regular library hours.
hoped lluit anyone who iiad any
question or opinions on the subject would attend.
AII editorial
in the
"Rotunda"
ol
May
4,
1
M>6, which
k of
tan
what had been die.

Gettysburg Has
Revised Policy
Of Employment
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Letters To Editor Illinois Paper Makes
Milk-Acne Story
Fun Of Draft Test

Brings Response
From Home Ec.

\

Present Recital
Of Mixed Songs

Students Show
Art Work Today
In LC Library

Sophomores Hold
Benefit Fete
For Senior Class

Recent Question
On Strict Study
Needs Clarity

i U had been approached by
students, faculty, and administration i" evaluate the effective
:'.

i: HI.

an critii
tl as we bavi n
'• In It* first place, the D
■ Study Hour" la dei it conn ■
iti I study til
te, pi
their time as tin
Ht. A "Quiel Hour" could
ticallyfulflU

I
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allocs u individual1
■' how :
her I
VI o, maintain
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1 2 hour.-.
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Longwood College May Queen, Court See Pageantry Unfold

. ,A '"' "" IPPomaMas iiur.ii Ml* Helena CalUwaj Ball .May q
ana net tear) ol prlncenes, live ipawlni uallat te UM -showboat- actors ,„
"" '''" '" **——* '*"« B»tur*aj .,..,,„ ,. The Brawn bearer is Mart

';":::::, zz Kir "*Rohert *Tom%on-ot th< -—- ■-*■

Longwood College, Farmville, Va.,
The Collefe Campus Police will now be located in
Ruffner Hall in the offi<
formrrlv orrupied by the
Assistant Dean of Women.
The new telephone number is 3M-M1Z.

Simonini Gives Paper
On Classroom Speech

Dr. R. C. Simonini, Jr., former
chairman of the English Department at Longwood College and
currently resident consultant for
the Arlington County Public
Schools, gave one of three position papers at a conference in
Washington, D. C, April 29-30,
sponsored by the Center for Applied Linguistics. The title of Dr.
'Continued from Pane 1>
Simonini's paper was "Commeaning "stuck-up." Obviouslyj
municating with the Classroom
thp name "stuck." Band honors;
Teacher." The two other conhave included, among many, First ference papers were by Owen
Place awards in the Presidential Thomas of Indiana University on
Inaugural Parade, 1933, '57, and "The Nature and Uses of Lan'61.
guage" and W. Nelson Francis
Sigma Alpha Iota will host of Brown University on "Linthe Band at dinner in the dining: guistics: Controversy and Conhall. After the performance, a I sensus."
party complete with entertain-! Pupils from one of the demonmen!, dancing, and refreshments, stration schools in Arlington's
will be held in the Main Rec j English Language Study Project,
| and adjoining room. Those who directed by Dr. Simonini, were
wish to attend, especially those also used at the conference to
I whose boy-friends are Band: show participants what can be
members, may apply to a SAI done in teaching linguistics in the
I member for a ticket as the party schools. The purpose of the
| will be closed.
Washington conference was to
improve the effectiveness of instructors of the language component in English and Reading
Institutes to be financed by the
National Defense Education Act
this summer. About 125 instructors from colleges and universities attended.
'Continued from Page 1)
Hans llofmann at Provincetown.
She lias been the recipient of
I Tiffany and Carnegie Foundation
Fellowships and of First Prizes
in Painting at the Studio Club of
i Continued from Page I)
Hew York, the Virginia Museum,
and in the Richmond Artists' reporter of this organization.
Association of which she is a Other campus activities include
member. She was also an award membership in trie Student Edurinner in the Irene Leache Me- cation Association and House
i modal Exhibition at the Norfolk Council. She is a member of the
I Museum in 1960. She is repre- Honors Council and is chairman
sented in Who's Who in Ameri- of the tutoring program sponcan Art, Prominent Women in sored by the Honors Council,
' America and similar publica- and also serves on the Legislative Commitee in Academic
I tions.
She has exhibited in group Affairs. Putting her business ap| shows at the Corcoran Gallery, titude to excellent nse, Rosethe Boston Museum of Fine Arts, mary is business manager for
the Whitney Museum of Ameri- The Rotunda, and secretary of
can Art, the Oakland Art Gal- the Publications Board.
At the National Phi Beta
lery, the Butler Art Institute,
the Virginia Museum, and else- Lambda Convention, Rosemary
where. She lias one-man shows will be competing for the honor
in New York City throughout of being named "Miss Future
Virginia. She is represented in Business Teacher of America,"
the permanent collections of a title Longwood girls have won
Mary Baldwin College, the Uni- twice in the last nine years.
j rersity of Virginia, the Norfolk
Museum of Fine Arts, the Virginia Museum, the Richmond
VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
Professional Institute, and in
BANK
numerous private collections.

Hfchty Tighties,
Ya. Tech Band
Visits Longwood

LC Purchases
Pollak Painting
To Grace Parlor

Convention Gives
Street Honors

Last summer Longwood sponsored an NDEA English Institute for 35 teachers. This year
the college will have an NDEA
Institute in Reading for 40 teachers from June 20 to July 29. Dr.
Simonini will lecture to the Longwood Institute on July 8 on "Linguistics and the Teaching of Beginning Reading."

A list of rules for teachers
posted by a New York principal
in 1872:
1. Teachers each day will fill
lamps, clean chimneys and
trim wicks.
2. Each teacher will bring a
bucket of water and scuttle of
coal.
3. Make your pens carefully. You
may whittle nibs to the individual tastes of the pupils.
4. Men teachers may take one
evening each week for courting purposes or twoevemn |
week if they go to church regularly. .
5. After 10 hours in school,
teachers should spend the remaining time reading the Bible
or other good books.
6. Women teachers who marry or
engage in unseemly conduct
will be dismissed.
7. Every teacher should lay aside
from each pay a goodly sum
of his earnings for his benefit
during his declining years sjn
that lie will not become a burden on society.
S. Any teacher who smokes, uses
liquor in any form, frecsients
pool or public halls or gets
shaved in a barber shop will
give good reason to suspect
his worth, intentions, integrity
and honesty.
9. The teacher who performs his
labors faithfully and without
fault for five years will be
given an increase of 25 cents
per week in his pay, providing the Board of Education
approves.
So chin up, Student Teachers,
things aren't so tough as they
may seem!

"Rotunda" awards
were presented to staff
members who are considered as rendering invaluable
assistance to the newspaper.
Receiving awards this year
were: Barbara Melton, as
outgoing
Editor-ln-Chlef:
Beverley Roark. Karen
Ruder, and Phyllis Hummer, for service and interest:
and Janet Falres. named
"Outstanding Freshman on
The Rotunda' ".
A gift of appreciation was
also presented to Mr. Warren O. Eyster. for his help
as advisor to the staff.

Dido And Aeneas
Tri-Sigmas Give
Rates Success
By SALLY TOD POTTAGE
The Concert Choir's production of Purcell's "Dido and
Aeneas," Saturday night, was
well-executed and displayed a
venturesome spirit as the choir
undertook the difficult combination of dramatic and choral
artistry.
The principals were well-cast.
The lyric quality of Dido, played
by Billle Sue Board, was set off
by the resonanceof Aeneas,played by Arnee Stow ell. Lilting
gaiety characterized Dido's two
ladies-in-waiting, Linda Pritcliard as Belinda and Mildred
Johnson as Woman-in-walting.
Judy Hester as the Sorceress
and Sue Fuller and Faye Carter
as assistant witches were entertaining and dramatically convincing. The evil spirit, in guise of
Mercury, was well-presented by
Carolyn Brockmeyer. PhalaLeggette as a sailor, sang blithely
and with clarity.
The Witches' Scene in Act I
was most effective, due to both
the chorus of writhing, cackling
witches and the absence of light,
with only a green glow issuing
from the cauldron, and accentuating the faces and liands of the
witches. The inclusion in Act III
of a drunken sailor's dance
choreographed and performed by
Phyllis Lasley, was an excellent
blend of modern dance forms
with the seventeenth century
characteristics ol the opera.
There were weaknesses in the
portion of the accompaniment
played by a string ensemble and
in a lack of complete adjustment
of the cast to the dramatic aspect,
but the overall effect of the opera
was a unity of presentation and
a highly enjoyable performance.
SHOP SILCO

it

Rules Changes
Make Teaching
Different Job

May 11, 1966

With An Office On

Film For Benefit
Of NC hospital
"Friendly Persuasion," with
Cary Grant and Tony Perkins,
will be shown in Jarman Auditorium by Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority tonight at 7:30 p.m.
There will be a donation charge
of 25 cents, which will go to the
Robbie Page Memorial Fund.
This fundisusedattheChildren's
Wing of the University of North
Carolina Memorial Hospital. The
money is used to further polio
research and to maintain the
Children's Rehabilitation wing at
the hospital.
Tickets to the performance
are being sold by members of
Sigma Sigma Sigma or may be
purchased at the door.
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MENC Elects Officers;
Fuller Wins State Vote
M. E. N. C., Music Educators: ville Baptist Church and the
National Conference, chapter 396 Farmville Methodist Church.
here at Longwood, recently elect- Among her activities on
ed officers for the term 1966-67. campus are the Concert Choir,
Those elected were Sue Fuller, the student chapter of the Ameripresident; Ruth Morehead, vice-1 can Guild of Organists, and Zeta
president; Mary Lou Goode, sec- Tau Alpha national fraternity.
retary, andCarolynGates, treas- Ruth Morehead represented
urer. Heading the publicity com- M. E. N. C. at their institute
mlttM will be Janet Stansberry,. held recently la Richmond at
and Sally Sue Smith will head the Richmond Professional Institute.
She played Debussey's "Valse
program committee.
Sue Fuller,oftheClassof 1967, Romantique" on the piano. Ruth
was also recently elected Presi-! Is a sophomore from Bluefleld,
dent of the Virginia state chapter', Virginia.
of the student M. E. N. C, which, M. E. N. C. at Longwood is
is made up of ten local college; sponsored by Miss Betty Russell,
chapters of M. E. N. C. In the | and membership is open to any
state. Sue is a voice major, work- student interested in the teaching
ing towards a Bachelor of Music of music.
Education degree. She hails from
Washington, D. C.
Other activities Sue is in include Sigma Alpha Iota, of which
she has served as Vice-President
and Representative to the Honors
Council, representative to the The Young Republican Club
M. E. N. C. National Conference, will meet tomorrow evening at
held in March in Kansas City, 7 p.m. in Dr. Helm's classroom.
Missouri, Madrigal Singers, the The speaker for the meeting will
Student Education Association, be James P. Myers, chairman
and Orientation Leader.
of the Teen-Age Republican Club.
Carolyn Gates was elected A student at E. C. Glass High
treasurer of the Virginia State School in Lynchburg, he was
Chapter. Carolyn is a music edu- named the state's outstanding
cation major, and is specializing Teen-Age Republican. He will
in organ under Dr. Joanne Cur- speak on the topic: Why We
nutt. In organ, her main interest Should Have Teen-age Republiis in church music, and she has cans. All interested students are
played the organ at the Farm- invited to attend.

Young Repubs.
Have Speaker

CLEMENT'S

DOROTHY

JEWELERS

MAY

25°o Discount On

Has Pretty Now

Earrings

Spring and Summer

10% Off On Any

Drosses

Item In The Store

For Graduation

For Longwood Ladies

Give Lingerie

CRUTE'S
For Graduation Give
Wind Song
And
Spring Fancy
•y
Prince Matchabelli

Take your good time
going home.

When Silco's In
Town, The Prices

The Longwood Campus
Stay Down

You Are Always
Welcome At

Main Street

Virginia National

Around The Campi
or
For The Beach

Longwood Perk as
At
LANSCOTT'S

THE HUB
Cotton Dress By
Jeune Leigue
and
Vintage American
$10.9M17.88
Over 50 Styles Of Sandals
$2.99-$7.99
at
THE HUB B0OTERY
Compliments
of

LEO'S

■

Fly half-fare on
Eastern via Florida.
Florida swings in the spring- but it really swings in the summer.
Lower offseason room rates are m effect. And Eastern will toke you to
Daytona or Ft. lauderdale or even Miami for half-fare
So take a detour and en|Oy it on your way home. Or go home first and down
to Florida later.
Just use your Eastern Youth ID card, or similar cord from another airline If
you don't have such a card, it's a snap to get one —provided you're under 22
and can prove it. For the specifics, stop by a Travel Agent or any Eastern ticket
office
Once you have your card, you can get an Eastern Jet Coach seat for halffare You can't make an advance reservation But if there's a seat available at
deporture time, you can fly to any Eastern destination within the continental
U S Including Florida

■3 EASTERN

NUMBER ONE TO

TME

r-uN
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Wl'S Sponsors
'6fi Campaign
For Donations
The I reshman Commission of
Loogwoo
annual World Unr.
i vice
fun'i raising campaign this
Tin.- World Li.
ervice or
WUS, as it i.-. popuiarll) known,
is a non-profit int.
. stu-j
denl
tattoo. This student
"11-lnlp pro i.mi is actr.
i 'sia,
•nili.i, Europt, I ..tin \meri-!
and North ami rica. Sponsors
■ I in Hi. Unit
arc
only student or anizattons such
■ i'i'ii.,i! ( ounclls of the
VMCA and VWCA and the National
tudenl \ <■ lation,
In a letter Leon Marion, the
tea i. in Regional Executive,
sent to the college, he stated
Longwood has given up to $972.22.
This was in the 1947-48 school
year. Last year the college donated $180.05. This year's coma very high
oal "!

Class Elections
Give Presidency
To Jacobs, 1968
(Continued from Page 1)
Kathy Stone, Secretary for the
Class of 1968, is also from
Richmond. Kathy will lie president of the Student Education
Association next year, as well
a.s Tn.. HI "i tor her sorority,
Sigma i. III,I sij ma.
Elected as Treasurer is Nancy
King. She is from Orange, and is
a mathematics major. Nancy is
a member of the Student Education Association, and was
Housing Chairman of her
sorority, Alpha Sigma Alpha.

FROM

THE

BOARD

The newly installed student govenrment bulletin
board m the new dining hall entrance is now in use by
the three branches of student government All students
should check this board for Judicial and House Council
announcements and Legislative Board minutes, agenda,
rule changes, and coming events
Legislative Board sponsored Longwood's second
President Press Conference on Thursday, April 28 in
the Student Lounge Present were Dr Newman, Dr.
Brooks, Dean Wilson, Mr Thomas, Mr Wamsley, and
the heads of the five maior organizations Questions
were asked concerning cars on campus, the effectiveness of the new drinking rule, the expansion program, a
reading day during exams, the effectiveness of the
ten-dav period, and Saturday classes Suggestions were
made for more casual attire for Sunday night dinner,
the movies in Jarman to be shown on both Friday and
Saturday nights, and library hours to be extended until
1 1 00 These suggestions will be directed into the proper channels and action taken as soon as possible The
Board plans to continue and enlarge this Presidential
Press Conference in an effort to stimulate student
awareness
Newly elected heads of the Elections Committee
are Kathy Still - chairman, and Carolyn Hingerty - vice
chairman Elections are now being held within the
classes for representatives to this committee A tentative elections schedule has been set up for next year
and will be announced soon
Marsha Moorefield has been elected chairman of
the films committee. The following girls will comprise
the membership for this committee:
Senior Representative—Mickey Cortopassi
Junior Representative—Eloise Jacobs
Sophomore Representative—Judy Norton
The proposed activities calendar has been ordered
and should arrive soon.
Sue Goodes and Susan Zix are heading a committee to reform the structure of student government
for summer school
The following amendment will replace the present
grade requirement for candidates of maior organizations a. "In order to be eligible for any office of the
following major organizations, one must have an accumulative average of 2.5 (4.0 system)
Legislative Board
Judicial Board
House Council
Athletic Association
Young Women's Christian Association
b This additional limitation will be placed on holders
of certain maior organization offices.

LC Students Win Recognition
At Honors Council Assembly
At UM Honors Council Awards Longwood Players Dramatic
Assembly, held last Tuesday, Awards - Mary Ann Chinn, Pat
May 3, a number of awards were Dugger, Warren Fulton, and
given out to deserving students. Carole Gibson.
Honors Council Scholarship
Members of the Honors Council
are: Carolyn Keyes, chairman, Certificates - Day Student,
Audrey Jarrell, Betti Clegg, Kathryn Wells Estes. Seniors,
Barbara Garrison, Gail Goocli, Theresa J. Albright, Linda HuffRose Mary Street, Mary Ruth man, Elizabeth Spicer, and ElizaReynolds, Marie Anderson, Bets] beth Sykes. Juniors, Dianne
Sledge, Linda Huffman, Theresa; Davis. Sophomores, Betty
Albright, Edith Loving, and Sue Dantino, Judy Felts, and Paige
Fuller. The sponsor is Mrs. Winebarger. Freshmen, Meg
Pherson.
Eleanor Bobbiti.
Honors Program - Carolyn
Awards Presented
John R. Clark Math Awards-! Mohler, for her Honors Paper
Linda L. Huffman and Elizabeth ! on cells, and Sally Tod Pottage,
Sykes.
for lu i Honors Paper on Joliann
S. E. A.Scholarship-Elleni Sebastian Bach,
Meetz.
"The Gyre" Literary Contest
Sigma Alplia lota Music Awards Awards - Short Story - First,
— Sue Pearce.
Helen Pec lit, Second, Vickl
Publications Board Awards - Jester. Brief Short Story-First,
"The Rotunda," Janet Faires, Chris Dixon, Second, Joyce
Barbara Melton, and Beverley Albro. Prose Impression-First,
Roark. "The Virginian," Mary Helen Peclit, Second, Barbara
Ann Hanken, Rusty Stephenson, Melton. Poetry - First, Freda
and Frankie Wynne. "TheGyre," Richards, second, Elizabeth
Phyllis Myers, Linda New, and Uhler, Honorable Mentions in
Donna Weatherly.
poetry - Barbara Melton, and
Dabney Lancaster Scholarship Linda Dyer.
— Gay Rice.
Special "Gyre" Award-Edwina
Fred O. Wygal Scholarship - Miles, for a short story that is
Linda Gail Rogers.
part of a longer work.

Judges for "The Gyre" Contest were Dr. Patton Lockwood,
Dr. Dorothy B. Schlegel, Mr.
Warren U. Eyster, and Donna
Weatherly.
NEWMAN'S MFN'S
SHOP
"Traditional Styles"
See Our Ladies'
Sportswear
Villager, McMullen
Weejuns
London Fog
GRAY'S REXALL
Spring Fragrances By
Andrce Richards
Scente Mander, a Spice
Pomander, Beauty Bath
Oil Capsues,
Bubble Bath
Pillow Sachets
Perfumed Paper For
Lining Drawers

PABLO

ARRIVING DAILY
Little Boy Print Suits $9
Print A- Line Skirts $7.99
Print Bermudas
$5.99
Assortd Shifts
$4.99 to $7.99
A Line Print Dresses
From $9.99
Summer Party Dresses
From $14.99

TRAVIS'

THE ACHIEVEMENT
OF EXCELLENCE
IS OUR AMBITION . . .
• Hair Styling
•

Body Ware

Ladies' Quality
Ready To Wear

Haircuts • Tinting • Stripping
You'll Love The Flattering

Work Always Done Under
EXPERT

SUPERVISION

... And

The College
Shoppe

It's Quite Reasonable, Too!
For Your Appointment
Phone 392-5719

"We Serve The Finest
People In The World"
Steaks
Italian Dishes
Seafoods

«

• Frosting • Shampoo and Sets

BEAUTY COLLEGE
OF VIRGINIA

Come And See

Main And High Streets

v;
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Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10.000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specily). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control lor your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds ol thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable
All live of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your S3 00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
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BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL
Flies United States
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Age: 20 - 27
Height: SI" to 59"
Marital Single
Weight: Max, 135
Education : H 8 graduate
Vision: 20 50 or better
Contacts acceptable
Conversational Spanish desirable
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m Yarns and Materials

S3 50

South America
And
OFFERS YOU A CAREER
IN THE SKY
FLIGHT HOSTESS
Wear the world famous Pucci fashions as you fly in the most fascinating career for women today
REQUIREMENTS

The New Spring Colors

JEWELER
For your graduation needs
Sterling
Silver
Letter
Openers 3 initials mono
gramed free,
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■

22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

See

Mexico

BULL

Dyed to Match

KEYANOKE HOTEL . TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 TO 8
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Eirst your salarly up to S448 per
month with periodic increases to 1588
plus liberal expense allowance.
WRITE TO EMPLOYMENT MGB..
BKANIEE INTERNATIONAL. P. O.
BOX 35001. DALLAS, TEXAS 75235.
LOCAL INTERVIEWS TO BE
CONDUCTED AT A LATER DATE.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

